Join Us For a Special
Weekend Introduction to
the Fundamentals of
Brennan Healing Science

®

®

Weekend Workshop in Paris
Saturday March 4 and Sunday March 5
Centre d’Evolution

•

14 rue des Saints-Pères, 75007 Paris

Early Registration: 200 Euros*

(*215 Euros if registering after February 3. Preregistration required to guarantee your place.)
Workshop conducted in English, with French translation available.

*Learn a sophisticated and powerful model of the
Human Energy Field (Aura) that can change your life.
*Transform your personal and work relationships
through a new awareness of energy dynamics.
*Experience the power of energy healing techniques
as taught at the premier healing school in the world.
*Strengthen your internal support system (the hara line)
through grounding and consciousness exercises.
*Access your inner guidance and ability to connect to Spirit.
*Change your world by consciously working with the Universal Energy Field.

For registration and information, contact Nijole:
nijolel@hotmail.com
—or—
Stephane Dauberville:
stephane.dauberville@free.fr • 33 6 81 74 48 98
Presented by Nijole Ladd, Certified Workshop Leader and Former Barbara Brennan School of Healing Faculty
Nijole has studied the Human Energy Field and Vibrational Healing since 1993. She is a Brennan Healing Science Practitioner ®,
a former teacher at the internationally acclaimed Barbara Brennan School of Healing, has Hakomi Body Centered Psychotherapy
training, uses SahuKa sound/alchemical sound techniques, and is a Reiki Master.
Nijole will guide you on your own healing journey as you learn the basic tools that will empower you to become more conscious
of your Human Energy Field…or “Aura.” Her passion is helping people bridge the perceived gap between the physical and nonphysical aspects of the human being by opening to conscious awareness, developing your High Sense Perception (HSP), and by
learning to access internal higher wisdom.
This work is transformative, and opens you to unlimited creativity and flow of energy that can enhance your life.

